Pre-election violence kills 25 in Sri Lanka

COLOMBO, Sri Lanka (AP) - At least 25 people, including three women and a child, were killed in a new wave of violence ahead of the nation's presidential election next week, an official said.

The Sri Lankan government said 17 people were killed in the latest violence, which erupted in the northwestern province of Puttalam and the eastern province of Welimada.

The violence comes after the government and the Tamil Tigers signed a ceasefire agreement last month that ended a decade-long war.

More than 100,000 people, mostly Tamil civilians, fled their homes during the conflict.

The government has accused the Tigers of carrying out the attacks.

The Tigers, who have been fighting for an independent Tamil homeland, have denied any involvement.

The election is set for January 8, with President Chandrika Kumaratunga of the Sri Lanka Freedom Party seeking a third term.

In Sri Lanka, a general strike was called by the opposition parties to protest the government's handling of the crisis.

Sri Lanka's economy has been hit by the violence, which has displaced hundreds of thousands of people and disrupted trade and tourism.

The United Nations has called for an immediate ceasefire and the withdrawal of all military forces from the conflict zones.

The Tigers have been fighting for an independent Tamil homeland since the 1970s.
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Interracial dating still raises eyebrows at UI

Families’, friends’ resistance tests relationships

By Kathryn Bill

The Daily Iowan

"If I see a real good-looking black girl with a really gimp-looking white guy it makes me wonder about what kind of relationship they have," said sophomore Rickett Hall.

Police

By Lisa Sharp

Art Iowa City man was arrested Sunday after a woman told police that he had assaulted her.

Court

Ann Nancy Nixon, 28, Waterloo Defenders, was arrested for the charge of stealing a computer she had been using.
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Tomorrow tvxsion must be prime, says network execure
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HO! HO! HO!

All kinds fill Santa's shoes locally, spreading cheer to kids of all ages

By Debby Ochoa

The Daily Iowan

Holiday Cheer came early to a number of UI students when they received scholarships from the UI Self-Help Scholarship Fund.

The Student Services Office of the UI received a donation of $4,700, which was awarded to 15 of the most deserving students from the UI community.

The awards were given to students who have demonstrated financial need and had a minimum 2.0 grade point average.

The scholarships are a great idea, especially the Dehydration Fund, said Assistant Director of the UI Self-Help Scholarship Fund.

This fund was set up after the Dehydration Fund, which was established in 1990, was discontinued.

Applications for spring semester awards will be accepted until February 1st of the next school year.

Applications are available at the Office of Financial Aid and the Office of Special Support Services.

New school-financing proposal eliminates 'phantom student' names

By Elizabeth Bier

The Daily Iowan

The University of Iowa's fiscal year began Monday with a $3.00 off Full Price Ski Pass Weekdays Only! offer.

Must be Presented at Sundown Discount Window - Not Good at Remote Ticket Outlets

Good with any other offers or discounts. Not good on万元以上 including maintenance of the ski lift.

Details: 380-0000. Lincoln's Birthday (Feb. 12th) and President's Day (Feb. 19th).

By Debby Ochoa

The Daily Iowan

The UI is seeking to strengthen its financial aid for students by proposing a new school-financing proposal.

The proposal, which was introduced by UI President Peter Schupf, aims to eliminate the use of "phantom student" names in the university's financial aid system.

"It is important because we want to encourage students who wouldn't necessarily qualify for the Self-Help Scholarship," he said.

The new proposal would allow students who are not currently enrolled to receive financial aid for the duration of their academic program.

The proposal would also eliminate the use of "phantom student" names, which are currently used to identify students who are not currently enrolled.

The proposal is expected to be presented to the UI Board of Regents in February.
Volunteers must remember

A judge in Dallas recently tossed a new class of victim—those that deserve what they get.

District Judge John Hampton sentenced a double-murderer to 30 years in prison instead of the maximum life sentence, perhaps because his victims were heterosexual. Hampton said he rejected the prosecution’s request for life imprisonment because they were sexually “overexposed.”

“I don’t much care for cases breasting the streets picking up by the busload, but I’m a nice boy,” he said. “I get a bad rep.”

His decision has provoked justifiable outrage from gay rights leaders and the Texas Human Rights Foundation, but a reasoning in deciding the sentence probably fell within the domain of what the law permits.

Voters must remember being considered by the Iowa Legislature that would make it a crime to give advice to heterosexuals in a manner that might make them reexamine their sexual orientations.

Unisex insurance

Unisex insurance—sometimes referred to as “gender neutral”—would make it illegal for insurance companies to offer differential rates based upon sex. The bill is sponsored by Rep. Paul Stoltz, Iowa’s Democratic-turned-independent House member.

If passed, the bill could mean that women would have to pay for sex discrimination for admission on the basis of sex. Women would equally pay for a risk to the insurance company.

Teen-age girls are generally safer drivers than teen-age boys. However, it is unfair to women who would consequently pay higher premiums. Those of us who leave are forever grimacing with our faces crumpled in the hand by our heart’s desire again, I thought I knew what life is really about, somehow. That's not the way it is. Whatever I thought I knew had read each of my entrance. I attended Young Lady You Have a Mouth Elementary School. In spite of years away from it, I still think of all the things I do tend to build to a stronger, more secure white minority government.

Seems like that, we should embark on the one foot in our pants. It makes anybody mad, they’ll say, and I don’t think I’m going to go any further.

The Daily trot over daily munic "land

P1ge 4-
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Iowa man charged with sexual abuse

DES MOINES (AP) — A former high school employee charged with sexually abusing students for years at an Iowa Catholic school has been arrested, raising concerns about the school's handling of similar cases.

The Des Moines Register reported that the man, identified as an assistant principal, was arrested Saturday morning. The man had previously worked at the school, which is located in the Des Moines Diocese. The man is accused of molesting students from 1983 to 2016.

The arrest comes after a whistleblower brought the allegations to light last year. The whistleblower was a former student who said the man had touched him inappropriately.

The school conducted an investigation, but the man was not suspended or fired. Instead, he was given a letter of reprimand and a warning.

The Register reported that the school's response to the allegations has been criticized as inadequate.

The man is scheduled to make an initial court appearance next week.

Shutdowns of volunteer efforts hurt Salvation Army fund raising

By NICKY NICHOLSON

The Johnson County Salvation Army has launched an emergency response fund to help those in need due to the coronavirus pandemic. The fund is open to all who qualify and can be applied for online.

The Salvation Army has been providing services to those in need for over 100 years. The organization has a rich history of helping those in crisis, and their mission is to provide relief for people facing financial hardship.

The Johnson County Salvation Army is currently facing a significant increase in demand for its services. With many people losing their jobs due to the pandemic, the Salvation Army is seeing a surge in the number of people seeking help.

The organization is urging people to donate what they can, as every little bit helps. The Salvation Army is also encouraging people to volunteer, as they are currently short-staffed.

The Johnson County Salvation Army is located at 1235 NW Market St., and can be reached by phone at 563-322-5483.

WINTER'S COMING

Iowa man charged with sexual abuse

The Des Moines Register reported on Wednesday that the man, identified as an assistant principal, was arrested Saturday morning. The man had previously worked at the school, which is located in the Des Moines Diocese. The man is accused of molesting students from 1983 to 2016.

The arrest comes after a whistleblower brought the allegations to light last year. The whistleblower was a former student who said the man had touched him inappropriately.

The school conducted an investigation, but the man was not suspended or fired. Instead, he was given a letter of reprimand and a warning.

The man is scheduled to make an initial court appearance next week.
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The Johnson County Salvation Army has launched an emergency response fund to help those in need due to the coronavirus pandemic. The fund is open to all who qualify and can be applied for online.

The Salvation Army has been providing services to those in need for over 100 years. The organization has a rich history of helping those in crisis, and their mission is to provide relief for people facing financial hardship.

The Johnson County Salvation Army is currently facing a significant increase in demand for its services. With many people losing their jobs due to the pandemic, the Salvation Army is seeing a surge in the number of people seeking help.

The organization is urging people to donate what they can, as every little bit helps. The Salvation Army is also encouraging people to volunteer, as they are currently short-staffed.
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Male students enhance women's studies

By Joy Cavin

An increasing number of male students are taking an interest in women's studies classes, but many are still interested in the courses because they are interested in a specific topic, not necessarily in the field itself.

"They are taking classes because they are interested in the topics, not necessarily because they are interested in the field," said Groch, a former student of the UI Women's Studies Program.

"It's not about the gender of the student, it's about the interest in the topic," said John Groch, a graduate student in the UI Women's Studies Program.

"That's why I was interested in taking the class," said Groch. "I wanted to learn more about women and their experiences."}

Women's Studies

"I have learned so much from my studies in women's studies," said Groch. "It has taught me to think critically and to question my assumptions.

"I have also learned to be more open-minded and to appreciate different perspectives," said Groch. "It has helped me to understand the complexity of human experience and to see the world in a more nuanced way.

"I would definitely recommend women's studies to anyone who is interested in learning more about the world around them," said Groch. "It has changed my life and I am grateful for it."
NICK OF TIME SALE

25-50% OFF
ALL ROBES AND NIGHTSHIRTS FOR MEN

25-30% OFF
MEN’S LONGSLEEVE SPORTSHIRTS AND FLANNEL SHIRTS.

25-50% OFF
ALL WOMEN’S OUTERWEAR

25-50% OFF
SWEATERS, BLOUSES AND SHIRTS FOR WOMEN.

30-50% OFF
WOMEN’S HANDBAGS IN WINTER COLORS & STYLES.

25-40% OFF
WOMEN’S SLEEPWEAR AND ROBES.

WHITE SALE
SAVE ON
ALL Sheets, bedspreads, blankets and comforters.
ALL bed pillows and mattress pads.
ALL towels, shower curtains, bath rugs and bath mats.
ALL bath accessories and much more.

25-60% OFF
25% off selected watches for men and women.
25%-45% off selected pearl pendants, earrings and more.
30-50% off selected sterling silver jewelry.
40% off our total weight diamond collection.
50% off 14K gold chains, charms and earrings.

25-30% OFF
ALL BRAS, BIKINIS, BRIEFS, SHAPEWEAR AND DAYWEAR COORDINATES

We bring out the Santa in you at
JCPenney
Old Capitol Center
Fire sweeps Indiana hotel for transients, killing 1

WASHINGTON (AP) — President-elect George Bush entered the White House as the first of a string of political appointments to be made by his transition team.

JANUARY 25, 1989

Bush announced that he has nominated Edwin Meese III, the lawyer who has handled the Watergate break-in case for a second time, to serve as his chief of staff.

Meese, who is a conservative Republican, has been a legal advisor to Bush for years and has helped guide him through several legal and political controversies.

The appointment of Meese is a symbolic gesture of support for Bush's new administration.

Bush also named several other important figures to his team, including.

- Secretary of State Colin Powell, a retired Army general and Vietnam veteran, who will lead the State Department.

- Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, a former senator and Vietnam War veteran, who will head the Pentagon.

- Secretary of the Treasury Michael W. Brown, who will oversee the nation's financial affairs.

- Attorney General Richard Thornburgh, a former governor of Pennsylvania, who will lead the Justice Department.

The appointments signal Bush's intention to focus on national security and economic issues.

Bush's team is expected to focus on issues such as trade, energy, and national security, as well as on foreign policy matters.
Air traveler with weapons arrested

CHICAGO — A pilot was arrested Sunday at O'Hare International Airport after a search of his aircraft revealed seven handguns, an Uzi submachine gun, a night vision scope, several hundred rounds of.45-caliber bullets, and parts for more, police said.

The pilot was Joseph J. Bonelli, 37, of Chicago, police said. He was arrested Sunday afternoon and was being held at the City Jail while authorities acted on the investigation.

"We think this guy is a part-time gunman," said John F. Peta, police public information officer.

A plane carrying Bonelli and seven other passengers taxied to the airport's west terminal, where the 37-year-old pilot was arrested.

\[\text{Nation/World}\]

\[\text{Dubester: Budget will support funding of safe nuclear plants}\]

WASHINGTON — President Reagan's chief diplomat said Monday that the new American Energy Secretary John Herrington, sworn in today, will be worth enough money in the president's budget to safely operate nuclear arms.

"The president has said consistently that nuclear weapons are very expensive, that we cannot afford them, and that we cannot continue to support them," Energy Secretary Herrington, of New Mexico, said in a telephone conversation with the Washington Post. "And I agree with him." Herrington is the latest of several Energy Secretaries to bring a large budget to the Energy Department.

Herrington said that the president's proposed budget for the Energy Department must be "adequate to support the nuclear plants that we have," and that he would not be willing to support any budget that would not support those plants.

As reported in the Post, Herrington said that the Energy Department might have to "go to the Congress" to get adequate funding for nuclear plants.

Herrington said that the Energy Department might also have to "go to the Congress" to get adequate funding for nuclear plants.

\[\text{Bank collapse kills 3, injuries 6}\]

BRAHMS: Three Portuguese bank workers were killed and 17 injured Saturday when a bomb exploded in the bank's vault in the coastal town of Leiria, Portuguese authorities said.

The爆炸 killed three bank workers and injured six others. The explosion occurred at about 1 a.m., shortly after the bank opened.

At a Cabinet meeting, Prime Minister Vasco Salgado said that he would not rule out the possibility of the bank being involved in the bombing.

\[\text{Car bomb explosion kills 6, injuries 2}\]

EIBAR: A car bomb bomb was set off in the Basque town of Eibar, killing two people and injuring six others.

A car bomb explosion in the Spanish Basque town of Eibar killed two people and injured six others.

A car bomb explosion in the Basque town of Eibar killed two people and injured six others.

\[\text{Salvador anthropologist says famous petrified man skull was stolen}\]

WASHINGTON (AP) — A night nervous, President Reagan's chief diplomat said Monday that the new American Energy Secretary John Herrington, whose term began today, is worth enough money in the president's budget to safely operate nuclear arms.

"The president has said consistently that nuclear weapons are very expensive, that we cannot afford them, and that we cannot continue to support them," Energy Secretary Herrington, of New Mexico, said in a telephone conversation with the Washington Post. "And I agree with him." Herrington is the latest of several Energy Secretaries to bring a large budget to the Energy Department.

Herrington said that the president's proposed budget for the Energy Department must be "adequate to support the nuclear plants that we have," and that he would not be willing to support any budget that would not support those plants.

As reported in the Post, Herrington said that the Energy Department might have to "go to the Congress" to get adequate funding for nuclear plants.

Herrington said that the Energy Department might also have to "go to the Congress" to get adequate funding for nuclear plants.

\[\text{Ex-Philippine leader released from hospital}\]

MANILA (AP) — Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos was released from the hospital Sunday, where he had been since the apparent death of his son, a central Philippine island, and 51 people were killed.

Marcos was released from the hospital Sunday, where he had been since the apparent death of his son, a central Philippine island, and 51 people were killed.

Marcos was released from the hospital Sunday, where he had been since the apparent death of his son, a central Philippine island, and 51 people were killed.

\[\text{Philippines: A car bomb exploded as the vans were driving toward the airport.}\]

MANILA, Philippines — A car bomb exploded as the vans were driving toward the airport Sunday, killing two people and injuring six others.

A car bomb exploded as the vans were driving toward the airport Sunday, killing two people and injuring six others.

A car bomb exploded as the vans were driving toward the airport Sunday, killing two people and injuring six others.

\[\text{Dow Jones 30-year Treasury bond yield 7.98%}

Dow Jones 30-year Treasury bond yield 7.98%

Dow Jones 30-year Treasury bond yield 7.98%

\[\text{This beard is itchy as hell.} \]

\[\text{Santa Claus at Cedar Rapids' Lindale Hospital brings toys to poor kids in toy drive.} \]

\[\text{The thieves may have had a key to the building.} \]

\[\text{Wrapping paper and ribbons to decorate the packages.} \]

\[\text{1,000 toy donors were empowered to give away the toys to children in need.} \]

\[\text{This is the second year that the Santa Claus at Cedar Rapids' Lindale Hospital has brought toys to poor kids in a toy drive.} \]

\[\text{This is the second year that the Santa Claus at Cedar Rapids' Lindale Hospital has brought toys to poor kids in a toy drive.} \]

\[\text{This is the second year that the Santa Claus at Cedar Rapids' Lindale Hospital has brought toys to poor kids in a toy drive.} \]

\[\text{ANANT docking of our ship} \]

\[\text{Mon & Weddays} \]

\[\text{Monday Special} \]

\[\text{TWO SMALL 12" Wrinkles} \]

\[\text{$5.99} \]

\[\text{Cost plus one topping, additional toppings 50¢ each,} \]

\[\text{Soft Garlic Breadsticks 61.50c/ord.} \]

\[\text{Mon – Wed} \]

\[\text{City, 354-1522} \]

\[\text{118, 8000} \]

\[\text{118, 8000} \]

\[\text{118, 8000} \]

\[\text{TUESDAY} \]

\[\text{9 PM} \]

\[\text{CHEESEBURGER} \]

\[\text{AUSTIN} \]

\[\text{IN DECEMBER} \]

\[\text{NOSSES} \]

\[\text{HUNGER ZONE} \]

\[\text{MONDAY SPECIAL} \]

\[\text{BUCOLO} \]

\[\text{MONDAY SPECIAL} \]

\[\text{TUESDAY} \]

\[\text{9 PM} \]

\[\text{MONEY} \]

\[\text{MONDAY SPECIAL} \]

\[\text{FUE SE} \]

\[\text{FRE WORLD} \]

\[\text{CHINA GARDEN} \]

\[\text{BORDER SPORTS} \]

\[\text{Eagles/Vikings Games} \]

\[\text{116, Gilbert Court • 7347} \]

\[\text{PARKING} \]

\[\text{FREE PARKING} \]

\[\text{TRUEWAY} \]

\[\text{276.29 276.30 276.16} \]

\[\text{276.29 276.30 276.16} \]

\[\text{276.29 276.30 276.16} \]
**Entertainment**

**Hogwood blows dust off Handel, Mozart**

BOSTON (AP) — When a group of ordinary Boston merchants who liked to sing formed the Handel & Haydn Society 130 years ago, they could not have imagined that they would be portrayed as a midsized, chamber-size symphony.

The group — 60 performers — is the nation's oldest choral society. It was founded in 1874 by a group of 15 singing men. Today, the society has a full-time staff and a 170-member choir, and it performs about 100 concerts a year.

The society's repertoire includes works by Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, and more.

**The Daily Break**

Saturday's "Doonesbury" and Saturday's "Bloom County"

_Doonesbury_ and _Bloom County_ are among the most popular comic strips today.

**Crossword**

Edited by Eugene T. Maleska

**NRL**

The 49ers, who had won two of their previous three games, beat the Vikings, 27-20, in a difficult game.

The Vikings had been playing well, but the 49ers were able to hold them off.

**Swedes defeat Rams**

Carl-Dale Black 6-4, 6-2, 6-0, 6-2, 6-0

That made the Swedes the defending national champion.

**Oklahoma**

"All the laws that don't have your name," said one Oklahoman, "are pretty useless."

When compared with other states, Oklahoma is considered the "basket case," but to its citizens it is home.

**Swimming**

"This is the first time I've ever been in a pool," said one swimmer, "and I love it!"

The swimming season is just getting started, and the swimmers are excited.

**NFL**

"It's difficult to play against a team that'sctica," said one coach, "but we're doing our best."
Swedes defeat in Davis Cup

OTTERTROD, Sweden (AP) — Sweden ended Australia's long run in the Davis Cup by defeating the Swedes 3-0 Sunday. The Swedes, who are ranked No. 6 in the world, have now won five consecutive Davis Cup matches.

Swimming

"All the teams are training very hard," said Bruce. "They were back in the pool before the end of the school year."

Oklahoma

"we're running every other program at the university," said Bruce. "But swimming is one of the few that has a recorded program to go back to Division I- AA school, and we plan to expand our facilities to accommodate the growing interest in swimming in Oklahoma." Bruce continued, "the university will be able to support the swimmer's expenses and can pay for more

Bruce

"I'm happy to be back in Boston," said Bruce. "This is where I started my coaching career, and it's where I want to see my team succeed."

Scoreboard

NCAA

"The NCAA is a great organization," said Bruce. "It's committed to fair play and ensuring the student-athlete's health and well-being."
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Tomm Yazzie

"Soft drinks in the stadium also reported that the"..."tonight.

MONDAY ONLY

All-You-Can-Eat Pizza and Salad
5-9 pm

Mama's

"Oklahomans reported the same"..."today in the

MONDAY NIGHT

50¢ PITCHERS
ALL NIGHT LONG

Non-alcoholic drinks available to 18-20 year olds only.
Joe Collier leaves the Denver Broncos' coaching staff, and the team's defense is set to take on the Seahawks in the NFL playoffs. After a strong season, the Broncos now face a tough challenge.

Broncos fire five coaches after 8-8 season record

DENVER (AP) - Defensive coordinator Joe Collier and five other defensive assistants were fired Sunday by the Denver Broncos, one day after the team finished the season with a 6-10 record.

Coach Dan Reeves characterized the firing after meeting with the coaching staff and players.

"I had the need to move in a new direction, to have a new philosophy on defense," Reeves said. "I want to be in even more together as a team, and it needs to be natural and perfect and I had no intention." Reeves said he would begin looking for a new defensive coordinator.

Collier, the team's first six weeks of the season with on a halftime.

No. 11 Tech, led by Brian McCloud 21 for the Seminoles, off to 78-57 lead the Denver Broncos' defense.

George & Co., led by Brian Meller, scored 20 points from the Trojans, off to 78-57 lead the Denver Broncos' defense.

None of the fired assistants commented on the move, but Reeves said he was "very pleased with the work they did and the team's overall performance." Reeves said he would like for that not to have been charged with the Broncos' defense.

It was a tough decision, but something we need to do," Reeves said. "We're trying to move in a different direction and we need to do this now." Reeves added that he did not have a specific target in mind for a new defensive coordinator.

Collier, centered by members of the media and team headquarters, sat for hours and had no comment.

"I was a tough decision, but something we needed to be done," Reeves said. "I wish I could say we were doing this because they were our team. They're not. They've done an outstanding job. I want to thank them."

Reeves said he was fired 20 making a decision about his staff sooner than he would have liked. Reeves said he would have preferred to make the firing before the season ended.

"I didn't want to do it because it was a tough decision," Reeves said. "I thought I would like for that not to have been the Broncos' defense." Reeves said he had "no idea what was in" as his new defensive staff and had to scramble for hiring the spot.

Reeves said he would begin looking immediately for a replacement for Collier.

College

and Dentists' Clinic 19 for Syracuse, which led 49-48 at halftime.

No. 7 Georgetown 79, DePaul 64

Charles Smith scored Georgetown's 10 points and wound up with a career-high 27 as DePaul pulled away in the final five minutes. DePaul trailed 60-56 with 3:13 left, but the Hoyas scored 12 of the final five to 18.

Manning had 15 points for Georgetown,

6-0, St. John's Brandy had 14 points for DePaul.

No. 8 Illinois 105, Tennessee Tech 77

Illinois ended a seven-game, scoreless opening home stand with a perfect record, getting 10 points from Lewis Hamilton, pacing a 15-0 run midway through the second half.

Illinois played No. 10 Missouri Sunday night.

Hirem entered Texas Tech for a 46-22 lead in the first half, and led 61-40 made to 71-38, with 14 minutes to play.

No. 8 N. Carolina 198, No. 20 UCLA 75

Jeff Clark had 10 points in five North Carolina players scored in double figures in defeating UCLA for the first time in six years. North Carolina center J.B. Redding, who missed the first six weeks of the season with a stress fracture in his left leg, had played 10 minutes and scored six points, but it was first half run that helped the Tar Heels eliminate UCLA.

Drew Holston added 18 points and 12 rebounds for UCLA, but couldn't overcome the deficit.

Clark had 22 points for UCLA, 6-1.

No. 5 Wisconsin 112, Ohio State 90

Doug Smith had 21 points in leading national title in head Ohio. A Smith in overall record of vs. the nation. "The game was a classic," said Brown.

Georgia 66, No. 11 Georgia Tech 60

Georgia scored a 110 Tech lead in the first half, and led 15-12 at halftime. Georgia scored 20 points for the second half, but the Yellow Jackets held on to win by more than 11.

DePaul's 20 points and 10 assists, including 19 points from the bench, led to starting Dayton. DePaul's 20 points were for the Trojans, 8-7.

No. 10 Louisville 91, Oklahoma 89

Lafayette scored 10 of his 27 points in the second half, and Lafayette held on to beat Oklahoma State, 69-56, in front of a record crowd of 11,795.

No. 7 Ohio State 93, Dayton 74

Terry O'Keefe scored 21 of his 22 points in the first half, and Dayton was led to starting Dayton. DePaul's 20 points were for the Trojans, 8-7.

No. 8 N. Carolina 138, No. 16 Tennessee 07

Barry Matzus scored 16 more points in the final 20 seconds of overtime, giving him 10 points for the game, as North Carolina passed Tennessee. South Carolina made up a 19-point deficit to win the first overtime victory 72-70.

Tony Denny scored 17 points and 10 assists in leading South Carolina, 19-12.

North Carolina 113, Ohio State 90

No. 18 Louisville 94, Oklahoma 80

Lafayette scored 19 of his 27 points in the second half, and Lafayette held on to beat Oklahoma State, 69-56, in front of a record crowd of 11,795.

No. 4 Louisville 92, Mississippi State 74

McCloud scored 26 of his 30 points in the second half, and Mississippi State was led to starting Dayton. DePaul's 20 points were for the Trojans, 8-7.

No. 6 Wisconsin 105, Michigan 49

Lafayette scored 19 of his 27 points in the second half, and Lafayette held on to beat Michigan, 69-56, in front of a record crowd of 11,795.

The Wisconsin Badgers defeated No. 6 Michigan 89-74 on Wednesday night and clinched their second straight Big Ten title.

Wisconsin's 69-56 win over Michigan on Wednesday afternoon was a decisive victory in the final Big Ten game of the season. The Badgers entered the game with a 19-3 record, while the Wolverines were 15-7. Wisconsin took control early on, leading by as much as 27 points in the second half.

Wisconsin's balanced attack was on display as five players scored in double figures. Ethan Happ had a game-high 24 points and added 12 rebounds, while Khalil Iverson added 19 points and six rebounds. Brad Davison had 13 points and seven assists, while Aleem Ford added 12 points and eight rebounds.

Michigan's offense struggled throughout the game, with the Wolverines shooting just 41.7% from the field and 30.4% from three-point range.

The Badgers' defense proved to be too much for Michigan, holding the Wolverines to just 37.2% shooting and forcing 17 turnovers.

With the win, Wisconsin clinched its second straight Big Ten title and improved to 8-0 in conference play. The Badgers will now turn their attention to the NCAA Tournament, where they'll likely have a top seed.

Wisconsin head coach Greg Gard praised his team's effort on both ends of the floor.

"I thought our team played a great game tonight," Gard said in a postgame interview. "We were able to control the tempo and execute offensively, while also holding Michigan to just 37% shooting from the field.

"I'm proud of our guys for competing at such a high level throughout the season. We've worked hard all year to get to this point, and it's great to see them performing at their best in a big game like this."
## Oklahoma route Loyola; top 10 keep it rolling

**College Basketball**

In other games involving top 10 teams, No. 2 Temple felled No. 6 Florida, 84-73, in Houston; No. 3 Oklahoma rallied from down 16 to beat No. 14 Illinois, 70-67, in Orlando; and No. 10 Miami upset No. 7 Tennessee, 73-68, in Knoxville.

**Sooner football hit with sanctions**

"We still gonna get in the game and we’re gonna play. It just won’t be the same," said Oklahoma coach Bud Wilkinson.

---

## College Football

**Sooner football hit with sanctions**

Oklahoma athletics officials had already anticipated the NCAA would place the Sooners on probation for three years after losing to 1981 National Champions Penn State 23-7. The penalty was expected because Oklahoma had been charged with recruiting violations which included Cruz Sananes and Buddy Fuller, among others. The Sooners were also criticized for allowing Toofer, a ragged, skinny, 30-year-old drinker, to play in the Oklahoma-November 10 game against Maryland.

The Sooners led by only one point, 1-0, at halftime, but they never gave Penn State a chance to catch up. Oklahoma scored 16 unanswered points in the second half to win, 23-7.

---

## Men's Swimming

The trip will provide good mental break for the team. Patience said which will make them more prepared to work out a lot. It is also healthier for the swimmers, because they can relax and enjoy their vacation.

---

## Haley's Hawkeyes hope to train hard on Hawaii trip

The Iowa women's tennis team will leave for Hawaii Wednesday afternoon, according to their head coach, Bruce. The team will be in Hawaii for a two-week period ending on March 1.

---

## Local

**Collegiate Basketball**

Former Iowa Coach Jerry Bums guided a young Norse team last season which included former Iowa players Reed and Mike Pitts, right, during the second quarter Sunday at the University of Chicago. The game was part of the Wild Card Game, which opened in Chicago.

---
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---
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---
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